FRES-4848
Square Dakota Stone™ Fire Pit

MEREMEC

Step by step instructions for assembling FRES-4848 on a prepared surface/base.

All sizes in this document are approximate.
This project requires:
Dakota Stone™ (4x8x12) - 40
6x9 LedgeRock (10sf) - 28
Tube Adhesive - 1

Tools Needed:
Dead Blow Hammer
Caulk Gun
4 Foot Level
Square

The Dakota Stone fire pit is a very simple build. As always, you must start on a level base. Be sure to use a square to keep the corners true. Use your level to keep the sides straight as you build. The size of the fire pit allows it to be easily placed in paver patios. A 48" square opening can be made in pavers that lay on a six or eight inch increment.

The cap stones are the trickiest part. Be sure to lay them out before gluing them. You will want to pay extra attention when installing the cap. Be sure to keep the sides straight, and the corners square.

All sizes in this document are approximate.